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EMERGING BEHAVIOR OF INTEREST RATES

A NEW ERA
 Yield curve changes are the key to insurer investment risk
 GAAP capital is marked to market even though earnings are not

 Plunge in interest rates in 2008 started a transitional phase
 Now emerging into a new normal
 Requires new standards for testing projected scenarios
 Insurers often get scenarios from vendor black-box models, so

they are what we can test
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UNIQUENESS OF P&C INSURANCE COMPANIES IN ESG SPACE
 Risk management issues often hinge around capital strength in a one or two

year horizon – for regulators, policyholders, investors

 Investment portfolios emphasize buy-and-hold positions in corporate bonds
 Most of “credit spread” is actually a liquidity spread. Insurers manage this by

timing bond cash flows to match expected insurance cash flows

 Asset risk modeling outside insurance focuses on short-term hedging,

which is dominated by risk of stochastic volatility

 That largely washes out in our time-frames. Main risk exposure is to change in

values of portfolios over a year or two – managed by asset mix and cash flow
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TIME FRAME PROBLEMS
 Post WW II attitude was this is a new and different era. Forget the past. This is

the new normal.

 Now economists are finding that that was a temporary and unique special

case – 50% of world assets by dollar value were destroyed in the two wars.
The next 60 years were rebuilding. Now that is done.

 What was regarded as normal interest rates were just a special case. The 35-

year bull market in bonds, driven by falling rates, is also over. Bond cycles are
decades long.

 All the facts about yield curves established in decades of published papers in

top journals no longer hold.

 We need facts to test models, but they all need to be re-examined.
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PROPERTIES HISTORICALLY USED FOR MODEL TESTING
REVISED VERSIONS NEEDED NOW TO TEST SCENARIOS
 Arbitrage-free yield curves: important for realism, especially if doing portfolio mix risk
 Moments of bond yields:
 Longer maturities had less volatility, and volatility was higher when rates were higher. Rates tended to be

moderately positively skewed

 Excess profit potential:
 Buying bonds that had temporarily higher yields produced excess profits

 Relation of yield spreads with short rates:
 Very regular relationship of higher short rates to lower spreads

 Variability of yield curve shapes:
 Two-factor models too simplistic to capture typical range of shapes
 Unspanned stochastic volatility:
 Volatility of rates cannot be predicted by a linear combination of rates
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STANDARD DEVIATIONS NOW
Three-year moving standard
deviation by maturity.
Shorter bonds started and
ended with higher volatility
as usual
Reversed in the middle
Even at end differences are
small
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LOG FORM A BETTER TEST
(PROPORTIONAL STANDARD DEVIATIONS)
Volatility of the log of the
rates is also higher for longer
rates
This reversed for a shorter
time and mainly for 1 and 2
year rates crossing 3 – 7
year rates
More stable relationship so a
better test
Volatility not varying by rates
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SKEWNESS OF RATES
Skewness similar
across maturities
Not consistent over
time
High skewness driven
by old high rates
Increases of rates from
very low levels gave
temporary high
skewness in 2010’s.
0 – 25% looks like a
good target
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“EXCESS PROFITS”
 Rates on multi-year bonds decrease as they

mature

 Campbell-Schiller effect holds if rates

decrease more when spread to one-year
bond is greater

 Bigger drop in rates means larger increase

in value of bond, hence the name

 Tested by regression of change in rates to

spreads

 C-S says slope should be negative
 High rates of 1980s distorted some tests

 Yield Change Slopes by Period
 Period 4/53-12/78 1/84-12/08 1/09-1/19 4/53-1/19
 2Y

-4.81

-0.36

-1.73

-0.93

 3Y

-4.63

-0.34

-2.54

-1.18

 5Y

0.91

0.76

-3.46

-0.54

 7Y

1.18

0.65

-5.02

-0.66

 10Y

1.86

1.39

-4.43

-0.25

 Negative slopes for 2 and 3 year bonds in 1st 2

periods – of 25 years each

 In 2010s, very stable short rates caused it to hold
 For testing, 2 and 3 years would seem good

YIELD SPREADS AND SHORT RATES
 The greater volatility of shorter rates implies that short rates tend to fluctuate

a good deal while longer rates are fairly stable.

 This makes long-short rate spreads lower when short rates go up, and higher

when they go down.

 Model projected rate scenario sets can be tested by doing linear regressions

of spreads, like say the 30 year – 3 year spread, on shorter rates, like the 1
year rate

 Empirically the slopes of regression like that tend to be pretty constant over

time, but the intercepts can change.

 The spreads around the such regressions can be pretty tight over shorter

periods, but wider over longer times
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RATES 1986 – 2014 WITH SPREADS SHOWN IN COLORS
Top of each color is a rate – 3
month, and 2, 3, 5, 10 & 30
years
That makes the colored
regions spreads between
adjacent rates
When the 3-month rate goes
down, all the spreads widen
When it goes up they narrow,
and can even become negative
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REGRESSIONS OF 10 YEAR – 3 MONTH SPREAD ON 3 MONTH RATE

Slopes pretty similar
over time
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Slope = –0.67
Standard deviation of residuals = 0.12
Use as guidelines for testing scenarios

TESTING GOODNESS OF FIT OF MODELS ALSO POSSIBLE
SUMMARY OF AFFINE MODELS FOR BACKGROUND
 In an affine model, fitted rates are a linear combination of functions by maturity τ that

are constant over time, denoted C(τ), Dj(τ), and factors rj(t) that vary over time but
not by maturity. Fitted rates at time t are yt(τ) = C(τ) + ∑jDj(τ)rj(t)

Fitted rates have stability constraints
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Weighted sums of 3 factors can capture yield curve changes

TESTS USING PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
(PCA)
 Say a yield curve has 10 rates on it and you have yield curves for 49 periods
 A principal component is a set of 10 weights that produce a weighted average of the yields for each period
 The first one finds the longest diagonal of the 49 points in 10 space
 The next one is the longest diagonal that is perpendicular to the first one
 The third is the longest one perpendicular to the first two, etc.
 Usually a regression using the first 3 principal components will explain 99%+ of the variability of yield curves
 3-factor yield-curve model’s fitted values are completely explained by their first 3 principal components, as

the factors are themselves components

 A 2-factor model has just 2 components, and usually this is not enough to capture the full diversity of yield

curve differences

 Can test model projections by doing a PCA on them, and if they are virtually explained by two components,

there is not enough variability
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UNSPANNED STOCHASTIC VOLATILITY (USV)
 In real data, a regression to explain volatility with variables being interest rates gets an R2 of only









about 20%, so does not pick up most of the volatility changes
Thus there is a kind of incompleteness in the behavior of interest rate markets
In an affine model fit or projection, if volatility is one of the factors – which it usually is in order to
capture the stochastic nature of volatility – then you can back into the volatility with a regression on
the interest rates
Thus these models are more highly structured in the relationship of rates and volatility than the
markets really are – a lack of realism and an overly restricted model
A solution has been found by making the Dj(τ) function identically zero for the volatility factor. Done
by making a lot of things cancel out
But then a 3-factor USV model is really only a 2-factor model in terms of PCA
Most USV models these days are 4-factor models for this reason
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Not clear how important this is for P&C applications, but is an issue of realism in the set of projected
yield curves. A new issue becoming more widely studied.
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TIME PERIOD SELECTION ISSUE FOR FITTING MODELS
Fed has been pushing the short
rate for a year or two
Data before this not so
relevant – not coming back
Starting fitting too early gets
models that project rate will
keep going up
Starting 10/12/2018 for weekly
data seems to give models that
do not have this problem
Pretty short period but
growing

CONCLUSIONS
 Most of the historical features of yield-curves can

be used for testing
 But the numbers have changed substantially
 The new era has just begun, and continuing

evaluations of these measures will be needed
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